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I oppose Senate Bill 348.  We the people of Oregon voted on measure 114 and yes it 

did pass by a very slim not even a 1% majority. It is now in the courts to make a 

official decision both federal and state! When you made Measure 114 you didn't have 

anything in place to even implemented it yet you are going to. You are going to take 

away Oregonians rights to Purchase a firearm. And now you're being vindictive 

because you didn't get your way,  is this how the Oregon government is ran?  This is 

against the Constitution. Our 2nd amendment shall not be infringed. I hope you highly 

Reconsider this bill. Because if this bill is implemented and everybody that has 

purchase  Gun magazines since December of 2022 become felons, the state of 

Oregon, in my opinion, well be in serious trouble. The permit-to-purchase’ fee from 

$65 to $150. This reflects the newfound reality of the bureaucratic complexity of 

Measure 114 and the higher costs of implementation. The result of a higher fee is to 

make buying a gun more difficult for people who live in poor areas.  Yet our Governor 

wants to use our tax money to give them a $1000 a month for 2 years with no records 

and she doesn't care what they use it for. Increases the minimum age to buy a gun to 

21..But you want them to fight WAR for this country at 18?  

Gun free zones kill school children. Do you think an armed criminal is going to walk 

into the sheriff's department? A gun show? A home with an American Flag and a 

Trump flag?  A gun range? Absolutely not they are going to walk in to the one place 

that is going to hurt Americans the most and that is the schools. Elementary, middle, 

high school, and college!!!  Where they know That it is unsecure. 

 

I highly urge you To throw out this bill along with measure 114 and educate 

yourselves and your neighbors on gun safety! Pew Pews are not the problem, our 

Government is! Allowing criminals to go unchecked, unsupervised, unpunished and 

allowing early release to 2nd time 3rd time offenders!!!  

Democrats have ruined Oregon.  


